104      KILLING THE ROOTS OF A HABIT
under consideration. Don't start trying to find out
whence that object came, who made it, why it was
made, what relationship it has to you, or stray away
after any other contributing feature. Just look that
one idea -squarely in the eye and thereby ascertain its
exact complexion. When you have found out of what
the affair in question consists you will pretty soon be
able to estimate its value to your personality.
I did not go hunting for incidentals in my analysis
of the tobacco craving. I was not thinking .how Jong
I had smoked, where or when I commenced to smoke,
what effect smoking had on my mind or my physio-
logical functions, what pleasure it gave me, or anything
else. I simply tried to find out what the blessed crav-
ing itself was like. I was not bothering about side-
issues; I simply declined to be thus diverted from my
point of interest* I wanted to see of just what the
"innards" of that craving consisted, and refused to
follow any side trails.
You see, there was no will-power about that sort of
mental attitude. Why, I did not manifest any more
will-power in that little analytic stunt of mine than a
kiddie would do when he settles mother's kitchen clock
once for all by taking the thing to pieces to see of
what it is made. For just as little Willie, or Joe, or
Eddie, may manifest a curiosity in trying to nose into
things, so I nosed into that craving affair. There was
no "will-power" necessary; in fact, it would have
required considerable will-power to keep me from going
into that little noseying expedition after I had once
conceived the idea.
Instead of using the rather imposing technical ex-
pression analysis, you can use the term prying in if yon

